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Kitchen is that place of the home which is the most favorite to woman where  she wants everything
to follow her choice. Start from  design to dÃ©cor of the kitchen and from the cabinets to the
countertops; everything needs to go by her choice. In many cases it is seen that women are
confused on selecting the countertop between granite and Silestone the reason being the fact that
both of them are good. They have their respective unique feature that can make them desired
choice. Now, I will try and do comparative studies of granite and silestone which will make you
decide easily. Price: The first thing which comes in mind while designing your home is the cost. The
price of the thing you purchase is always a concern. The price of granite is lesser than the silestone.
This is because of the availability. It is a bit cheaper compared to silestone.

Maintenance: If you consider maintenance and cleaning then silestone Worktops are easier to
maintain. As the surface of the granite countertops is sealed it requires resealing after some years
of use.

Health: Silestone is a non porous material which means it is safe from bacteria and all other element
that can cause health problem. On the other hand granite pores needs to be sealed but when you
purchase sealed granite it becomes as good as silestone.

Colors: The number of colors available in granite is far more than its competitor. You will find granite
in all 120 shades that are commonly used. At the same time you will find numerous patterns.
Though silestone is also available in different patterns and colors but it is less than  granite.

Durability: Both are heat resistant and durable in nature. Scratch resistance is also good in both
material.

Choosing the worktop depends on your preference and choice. Keep the details in mind while
making the decision.
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For more information on a Silestone, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a Worktops!
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